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Summary. A linear multi-parameter nonconservative system under small periodic parametric excitation 
is considered. Approximations of the stability domain in the parameter space are derived in the cases, 
when the corresponding autonomous system has a zero eigenvalue or a pair of complex conjugate imagin- 
ary eigenvalues. Formulae of the approximations use information on the unperturbed autonomous 
system and derivatives of system matrices with respect to parameters. Singularities arising on the stability 
boundary are analyzed. As a numerical application, stability of a pipe conveying pulsating fluid is 
studied. 

1 Introduction 

A wide range of important practical problems in mechanics and physics are modeled by 

multi-parameter linear systems of ordinary differential equations with periodic coefficients. 
These problems appear in structural mechanics, acoustics, celestial mechanics, plasma physics 

etc. Objective of the analysis for such systems is to find the stability domain in the parameter 
space. Methods of stability analysis of periodic systems can be grouped into three categories: 

the Floquet method [1], [21, Bolotin's method [3], [41, and analytic methods [5], [6], [7], [8]. 
More references can be found in the cited papers and books; see also [9], [10], [11], [121. In 

many cases small parametric excitation applied to an autonomous system in considered, 

which means that periodic terms in the differential equations are small compared to the con- 

stant ones. In the studies devoted to the stability analysis of systems under small parametric 
excitation it was usually assumed that the corresponding autonomous system is conservative. 

In the papers [5], [6] the case of an autonomous oscillatory system including both conservative 
and circulatory (nondissipative nonconservative) forces was studied. 

In this paper a multi-parameter multi-degree-of-freedom system under small parametric 
excitation is considered. It is assumed that the corresponding autonomous system (without 
excitation) is nonconservative. In this setting there are two most interesting cases, when the 

autonomous system has a zero eigenvalue or a pair of complex conjugate imaginary eigen- 

values. This means that the autonomous system is subjected to the static or dynamic instabil- 
ity. Stability analysis is performed using the perturbation theory of eigenvalues [13], [14], the 
versal deformation theory for matrices [15], [16], [17], and explicit expressions for derivatives 
of the monodromy matrix found recently in [18], [19]. As a result, local approximations of 
any order for the stability domain are obtained. Formulae of the approximations use only 
information on the system at initial values of parameters: eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 
autonomous system and derivatives of system matrices with respect to parameters. Due to the 
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multi-parameter formulation of the problem, the method of the paper is useful for studying 
combined influece of several parameters on stability of the system and, in particular, for the 
robust stability analysis. This method follows the approach developed in the papers [17], [20], 
[21], where first-order approximations for stability boundaries of general autonomous and 
periodic systems were found. For other applications of the versal deformation theory to stabi- 
lity problems see [22], [23]. 

Approximations derived in the paper describe the geometry of the stability boundary. 
Using these approximations, it is shown that the stability boundary is typically a smooth 
surface. Nevertheless, in the case of a special relation of a flutter frequency of the autonomous 
system with a period of excitation, the stability boundary is nonsmooth (has a singularity). 
Different types of possible singularities are studied. 

As an application, a stability problem for an elastic cantilevered pipe conveying pulsating 
fluid is considered. Approximations of the stability domain in the regular and singular cases 
are given. Comparison of the approximations with the stabiltiy domains found numerically 
shows efficiency of the suggested approach. It is shown that singularities of the stability 
boundary provide a geometric description of typical stability diagrams on the amplitude-fre- 
quency plane. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a short introduction to the Floquet 
theory. In Sect. 3 approximations of the stability domain are derived in the regular case. Sec- 
tion 4 studies the singular case, when the stability boundary is not smooth. In Sect. 5, the 
obtained results are applied to the stability analysis of a pipe conveying pulsating fluid. The 
Appendix collects formulae needed for calculations. 

2 Stability of nonconservative periodic system 

A linear multi-degree-of-freedom nonconservative system is governed be the equation 

M~I + L~I + Kq  0, (1) 

where q = (q l , . . .  ,q~,)T is a real vector of generalized coordinates; M is a positive definite 
mass matrix; the nonsymmetric rn' x m '  matrices L and K determine dissipative, gyroscopic, 
conservative, and circulatory (nondissipative nonconservative) forces; dot denotes a derivative 
with respect to time t. Transforming Eq. (1) to the system of first order, we obtain 

( ~ )  ( 0 I ) 
• = Ax, x = A = , (2) 

, _M-ZK _M-1L 

where I is the identity matrix; the real vector x and the square real matrix A have dimension 
f r ~  = 2 T o ~  / . 

Let us consider autonomous system (2) determined by a matrix A = A0. The correspond- 
ing eigenvalue problem has the form 

A0u = Au, (3) 

where s is an eigenvalue and u is an eigenvector. System (2) is asymptotically stable if and 
only if all the eigenvalues A have negative real parts (Re ~ < 0). 

Let us consider an n-parameter periodic perturbation of the autonomous system in the 
form 

• -- A(t, p) x ,  A(t, Po) =- Ao, (4) 
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where p = (Pl, . . . ,P,~)r is a vector of real parameters. Equation (4) represents a nonautono- 

mous linear system, which is autonomous at P0 = (Pl~ - . - ,p  0)T. It is assumed that the 
matrix A(t, p) is a smooth function of the parameter vector p and a periodic continuous func- 
tion of time, A(t  + T, p) = A(t, p), where the period T = T(p) > 0 smoothly depends on p. 
In this paper we study stability of system (4) in the neighborhood of the point P0, where peri- 
odic terms are small (small parametric excitation). 

If the autonomous system at P0 is asymptotically stable, then periodic system (4) is stable 
for the parameter vectors p from some neighborhood of the point P0- If the autonomous sys- 
tem is unstable and has an eigenvalue with a positive real part, Re A > 0, then perturbed 

system (4) remains unstable for p sufficiently close to P0. Hence, the interesting cases, when 
small periodic terms can affect stability properties, correspond to the matrix A0 having eigen- 
values on the imaginary axis. In this paper two basic cases are considered: there is the simple 
zero eigenvalue or there is a pair of complex conjugate simple eigenvalues A = :t:/w, w r 0, on 
the imaginary axis. These critical cases describe autonomous systems subjected to the static or 
dynamic instability, respectively. 

Let us fix some value of the parameter vector p. A matriciant of system (4) is an m x m 
matrix function X(t) satisfying the differential equation [12], 

X = A( t ,p)  X ,  X(0) = I .  (5) 

Equation (5) is equivalent to m Eqs. (4) for the columns of X(t) with initial conditions being 
the columns of I. A value of the matriciant at the period is called a monodrom 2 matrix [12]: 

F = X(T) .  (6) 

The eigenvalue problem for the monodromy matrix has the form 

F u  = 0 u ,  (7 )  

where eigenvalues o are called multipliers. System (4) is asymptotically stable if and only if all 
the multipliers lie inside the unit circle in the complex plane, IPl < 1 [12]. If for some multiplier 
Ic~l > 1, then system (4) is unstable. 

The monodromy matrix F(p) is a smooth function of the parameter vector. Derivatives of 
the monodromy matrix calculated at P0 can be found using the matriciant and derivatives of 
the functions A(~, p) and T(p) at P0. Explicit formulae for these derivatives were obtained in 
t18], [19] and are given in the Appendix; see (51)-(53). In particular, the first-order derivative 
has the form 

T 
OF f OA cOT 
Opi -- F J X -1 X dt + A o F - -  

0 

Note that though system (4) is autonomous at P0, derivatives of the matrix A(t, p) at P0 are 
time-dependent periodic functions. 

The stability criterion defines the stability and instability domains in the parameter space. 
A boundary of the stability domain consists of points p such that the monodromy matrix 
F(p) has multipliers lying on the unit circle, IL)] < 1, while for other multipliers the inequality 
[Lo] < 1 holds. 

Since system (4) is autonomous at P0, the matriciant and the monodromy matrix calcu- 
lated at P0 have the form 

X(t, P0) = exp (A0t), F(P0) = exp (AoT0), (9) 
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where To = T(p0). From the second expression of (9) is follows that the multipliers 6 of the 
matrix F(p0) and the eigenvalues A of the matrix A0 are connected by the relation 

6 : exp (ATo) (10) 

and the corresponding eigenvectors are equal. For two types of the matrix A0 under consid- 

eration the monodromy matrix Fo = F(p0) has a simple multiplier 6 = 1 or a pair of simple 
multipliers 6 = exp (+icoTo) on the unit circle, while other multipliers lie inside the unit circle, 
]6] = exp (ReAT0) < 1. Hence P0 is a point of the stability boundary and system (4) can be 
stable or unstable for different points p in the neighborhood of P0. 

3 Approximation of the stability domain in a regular case 

Let us consider the first case, when the matrix A0 has the simple zero eigenvalue A0 = 0 and 
the other eigenvalues have negative real parts (the corresponding autonomous system is sub- 
jected to the static instability). There is a right and left real eigenvector u0 and v0 correspond- 

ing to A0 = 0 and satisfying the equations 

Au0 = 0, voTAo = 0, v0Tu0 = 1, (11) 

where the last equality represents the normalization condition. 
From relation (10) it follows that the monodromy matrix F0 has the simple multipleir 

60 = 1 on the unit circle, while the other multipliers lie inside the unit circle. Stability of sys- 
tem (4) depends on the behavior of the multiplier 60 = 1 under the perturbation of the para- 
meter vector p. Since F(p) is a smooth function, the simple multiplier 6(p) depends smoothly 
on p [14] and can be approximated in the neighborhood of P0 by the Taylor series 

~ 06 1 ~ 026 ApiAp~+... 
i=1 i , j = l  

Z~Pi  = P i  - -  P i  O . ( 1 2 )  

Derivatives of the multiplier 6(P) at P0 can be calculated using explicit formulae (59), (60) 
given in the Appendix. For this purpose only the eigenvectors u0, v0 and derivatives of the 
matrix F(p) at P0 are needed. For example, the first derivative of ~(p) has the form 

0~ : 0F (13) v J  u0, 

where the first derivative of F(p) is determined by Eq. (8). 
Stability of the system in the neighborhood of P0 is determined by the inequality 

]Q(p)] < 1 for multiplier (12). Since 6(P) is real in the neighborhood of P0, the stability condi- 
tion can be written with the use of (12) in the form 

s 06 1 ~  02~ ApiApj+... < 0  (14) 
6(P) - 1 = ~Pi Api + 2 i,j-1 OpiOp~j 

i=1 ", "= 

Calculating derivatives of 6(P) at P0, we obtain approximation (14) of the stability domain 
with the accuracy up to the terms of any order. Taking the equality sign in (14), we get the 
approximation of the stability boundary. 

According to (13), (14), the first approximation of the stability domain has the form 

(g, Ap) < 0, Ap = p - -  Po, (15) 
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where (g, Ap) is the scalar product i n / ~ ;  the vector g is 

g =  ~Pl .. ~p~,j v0 r (16) ,. , = o 

If g r 0, then the stability boundary is a smooth surface in the neighborhood of P0, and g is 
the normal vector to the stability boundary, directed into the instability domain. Note that 
formulae (16), (8) for the normal vector were found earlier in [21]. The stability boundary is 

associated with the simple multiplier 0 = 1 and, according to the traditional terminology, 
represents the harmonic parametric resonance boundary. 

Let us consider the second case, when the matrix A0 has a pair of simple imaginary eigen- 
values A0, A0 = • co 7~ 0, while for other eigenvalues the inequality Re A < 0 holds. This 

means that the autonomous system is subjected to the dynamic instability (flutter). There is a 

right and left complex eigenvector u0 and v0 corresponding to A0 and satisfying the equations 

Au0 = k0u0, v0TA0 = AoV0 T , v0Tu0 = 1, (17) 

where the last equality represents the normaIization condition. From (t0) it follows that the 

monodromy matrix F0 has the multipliers 0o, g0 = exp (4-icJTo) lying on the unit circle, and 

for other multipliers 101 < 1. In this section we assume that wT0 r ~rk for any integer k (a regu- 
lar case), which means that the multipliers 00 and ~0 are distinct and complex. 

The simple multipliers 0o, 0o are smooth functions of the parameters in the neighborhood 
of the point P0- Stabiltiy of the system depends on absolute values of these multipliers. Since 

they are complex conjugate, it is sufficient to study behavior of one multiplier 0o. Then the 
stability condition takes the form 

s  1 s  .. 
I~(P) l = 00 + Op/AP'z + 2 OpiOpj ApiApj +" < 1. (18) 

i=1 i,j=l 

Calculating derivatives of 0(p) at P0 up to the order ,s by formulae (59), (60) given in the 
Appendix, we find approximation of the stability domain (18) up to small terms of order s. 
Note that these formulae need only the eigenvectors u0, v0 and derivatives of the functions 

A(~, p) and T(p)  at P0- The stability boundary in this case is the combination resonance 
boundary associated with a pair of complex conjugate multipliers 0, 0 lying on the unit circle. 

Using expression (13) for the first derivative of 0(P) and the relations 10(p) l = 1000(P)l, 
0o = cos (coT0) + i sin (cJT0) in the stabiltiy condition (18), we find the first approximation of 
the stability domain in the form 

(n, Ap) < 0. 

Here the vector n is 

n = Re (~0g) = cos (c~T0) Reg  + sin (cJT0) I m g ,  

(19) 

(2o) 

where the vector g is defined by (16). If  n r 0, then the stability boundary is a smooth surface 

in the vicinity of the point P0, and n is a normal vector to the stability boundary directed into 
the instability domain. Note that the normal vector (20) was found earlier in [21]. 

For the numerical construction of the stability domain we can directly use approximations 
(14) or (18), depending on the case, together with formulae (51)-(53), (59), (60) given in the 
Appendix. Alternatively, we can employ standard methods for manipulation with Taylor 
series to express one of the paralnetes pi in terms of the other parameters from (14) or (18). 
This would give us an approximation for the stability boundary surface in explicit form. 
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4 Local analysis of the stability domain in a singular case 

In the previous section the stability domain had a smooth boundary in the neighborhood of p0. 
In this section a singular case, when the stability boundary is not smooth at P0 is investigated. 

Let us consider the case, when the matrix A0 has a pair of complex conjugate simple eigen- 
values on the imaginary axis A0, f0 = +ico, co r 0, while for other eigenvalues Re A < 0. Let us 
assume that the frequency of vibrations of the autonomous system co is related to the period 
of excitation by the equality 

coTo= ~k (21) 

for some integer k. Let u0 and v0 be the right and left complex eigenvectors corresponding to 
A0 (17). Then the right and left eigenvectors, corresponding to the complex conjugate eigen- 
value ~0, have the form fi0 and %, respectively. From (10) it follows that the monodromy 
matrix F0 has a double multiplier L)0 = ( -1)  k. Both u0 and fi0 are the eigenvectors corre- 
sponding to 60. This means that the multiplier 60 is semi-simple (the number of linearly inde- 
pendent eigenvectors is equal to the algebraic multiplicity of the multiplier). Since 60 is real, 
we can choose two real eigenvectors as follows: 

u~ = Reu0,  u2 = Imu0 (22) 

and define an m x 2 matrix U = [ul, u21. Two left real eigenvectors vl and v2 can be taken in 
the form 

V = Iv1, v2] = [Revo, Imvo] ( Re v~ Imv0Tul / -1 (23) 
\RevoTu2 Imv0Tu2 / 

Expression (23) gives the left eigenvectors satisfying the following normalization condition 

v T u  = I ,  (24) 

where I is the 2 x 2 identity matrix. 
For the vectors p in the vicinity of P0 the double multiplier 00 splits into two simple multi- 

pliers ~1 (P) and O~(p). Stability of the trivial solution of periodic system (4) depends on the 
absolute values [~1,~ (P)[. The multipliers 01,2(P) are generally nonsmooth functions of the 
vector p at P0 [14]. This makes it difficult to use the perturbation theory of eigenvalues for the 
stability analysis, especially, for finding high order approximations of the stability domain. In 
this case it is convenient to apply the versal deformation theory, which allows considering the 
matrix operator F(p) restricted to the invariant subspace of the multipliers 01,2(P). This 
means that instead of analyzing the nonsmooth multipliers 01,2 (p) of the m • m matrix F(p) 
we consider a 2 x 2 matrix F~(p). This matrix is a smooth function of p and its eigenvalues 
are t)l,2(p). As a result, the stability analysis becomes similar to the analysis of the regular 
case considered in the previous section. 

4.1 Versal deformation 

According to the versal deformation theory, there is a smooth 2 x 2 matrix function F'(p) 
determined in the neighborhood of P0 by the equations 

F(p)  C(p) = C(p) F ' (p) ,  F'(Po) = 9oI, C(Po) = U ,  (25) 
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where C(p) is an m • 2 matrix smoothly dependent on p [15], [16]. The matrix F~(p) repre- 
sents a block of a so-called versal deformation. Note that the matrix functions P~(p) and C(p) 
are not uniquely determined. 

Eigenvalues of the matrix Ft(p) are equal to the multiplies ~01,2(p) of the matrix F(p). In 
the neighborhood of P0 the matrix function F~(p) can be approximated by the Taylor series 

~ OF t I+ 0 2 F  I 
r ' (p )  = ~)0I + E ~Pi Api + ~ z..., OpiOpj ApiApj + . . . .  (26) 

i=l  i,j=l 

Explicit formulae for derivatives of F~(p) are given in the Appendix; see (64). These formulae 
use derivatives of the monodromy matrix F(p) at P0 and the matrices U, V. In particular, the 
first derivative of Ft(p) has the form 

OF ~ _ VT OF 
Opi ~Pi V.  (27) 

Note that Eqs. (25) and (7) for the matrix F t and the multiplier ~) look very similar, as well as 
Eqs. (27) and (13) for their derivatives. 

4.2 Approximation of the stability domain 

The stability domain in the neighborhood of P0 is determined by the condition 1~i,2(P)] < 1 
for both eigenvalues of F~(p). To write this condition in more convenient form, we can take a 
2 x 2 matrix H(p) = log (QoFt(p)), where the logarithm of the matrix is defined as follows 
[24] 

log (I + D) = ~ (-1) i+lDi/ i .  (28) 
i=1 

Since ~o0 = (-1) ~ and ~0F'(p0) = I, we have H(p0) = 0. The inequality I~h,2(P)! < 1 is equiva- 
lent to the condition Re #1,2 (p) < 0 for the eigenvalues #t,2 (P) = log (L)0~ol,2(p)) of the matrix 
H(p). By means of the Routh-Hurwitz conditions [27], the stability criterion Re pl,2(p) < 0 
for both eigenvalues of H(p) can be written in the form 

{ hn(p) + h22(p) < 0, 
(29) 

h,2(p) h21(p) - hll(p) h22(p) < 0, 

where hij(p) are elements of the matrix H(p). Using Taylor expansions (26) and (28) for the 
matrix F~(p) and the logarithm function, we find the Taylor series for the matrix H(p) as 
follows 

hn(p) h12(p)) = log (~0F'(p)) 
H(p) = \h21(p) h22(p) 

os' + [ o2v o v  o v  ] 
= agO ~Pi  Z~pi (30) 

where any number of terms in the series can be found explicitly using symbolic computation 
software. Thus, evaluating derivatives pf F'(p) at P0 by formulae (64) given in the Appendix 
and substituting them into expression (30), we find the approximation of the stability domain 
(29) up to small terms of arbitrary order. 
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For the first-order approximation of the stability domain expressions (29) yield 

(hll -4- h22,z~p) < 0, 
(31) 

( Q A p , A p )  < 0, 

where the vectors hij are gradients of the functions hij(p) at P0; the symmetric n x n matrix 

Q has the form 

Q = ~ (1~ + I~T), Q : h12h~1 - hllh2T2 . (32) 

Using expressions (27), (30), the vectors h# can be found as follows 

('vTOF TOY )T 
= u j  . ( 3 3 )  

We found approximation of the stability domain (29), (30). Since the stability condition 
consists of two equations, the stability boundary is generally nonsmooth at P0- In the follow- 
ing subsections we analyze the geometry of the stability boundary and classify its singularities 

using first approximation (31). 

4.3 Two-parameter case 

The first inequality of (31) defines a half-plane in the parameter space p = (pl,p2). The 
second inequality of (31) gives different solutions for Ap depending on the type of the matrix 
Q. In the case Q > 0 (positive definite) the second inequality of (31) is not satisfied for all Ap. 
If Q < 0 (negative definite), then the second inequality of (31) is satisfied for all Ap. Finally, 
in the case of a nondefinite matrix Q (det Q < 0) this inequality gives two domains lying 
between two intersecting lines (QAp, Ap) = 0. Equations of these lines can be written in the 

form 

where qij are elements of the matrix Q. Expression (34) is found by solving the quadratic 

equation (QAp, Ap) = 0 with respect to Apl. 
The first approximation of the stability boundary is the intersection of the domains 

defined by two inequalities (31). For the case of the nondefinite matrix Q the geometry of the 
stability domain depends on the mutual position of these domains. There are two typical 
cases: when the line (hll + h22, Ap) = 0 lies inside or outside the domain (QAp, Ap) < 0. 
This corresponds to the inequalities (Qt, t ) <  0 or (Qt, t ) >  0 respectively, where t is a 

nonzero vector satisfying the equation (hi1 + h22, t) = 0. 
The general result can be formulated as follows. The stability domain in the neighborhood 

of the point P0 has four typical forms corresponding to the cases: a) Q < 0, b) Q > 0, c) Q is 
nondefinite, (Qt, t) > 0, and d) Q is nondefinite, (Qt, t) < 0. In the case a) the stability bound- 
ary is a smooth curve; in the case b) the system is unstable for all p near P0; in the cases c) and d) 
the stability domain consists of one and two angles respectively with the vertices at P0; see 

Fig. 1. In Fig. 1 the curves h12(p) h2z(p) - hll(p) h22(P) = (QAp, zSp) + o(I 1 z~p [12) = 0 
are denoted by "c~" and the curve hll(p) + h22(P) = ( h t t  + h22, Ap) + o(11 z~p II) = 0 is 
denoted by "/3"; the stability domain is denoted by the character "S". Since the nmltipliers 
01,2 = •0 exp #1,2, where #1,2 are eigenvalues of H(p),  the lines "a"  represent the parametric 
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Fig. 1. Forms of the stability domain in the 
two-parameter case 

resonance boundary  (corresponding to the multiplier o = ( - 1 )  ~, while the lines "/3" are the 
combinat ion resonance boundaries (determined by a pair of  complex conjugate multipliers 
on the unit circle). 

Other (degenerate) cases are realized, when the matrix Q is singular, or h n  + h22 = 0, or 
(Qt,  t) = 0 (if Q is nondefinite). Then higher order approximations for the functions h#(p)  
should be used to determine the form of  the stability domain. 

4.4 Three-parameter case 

In this case Q and h# are the real matrix and the real vectors of  dimension 3 respectively. It is 
easy to show that  the matrix Q is always nondefinite. Indeed, there exists a nonzero vector e 

satisfying the equations (h11, e) = (h12, e) = 0 such that  (Qe, e) er[h12h~l - hllh~2 ] e = 0. 
Therefore, for the nonsingular Q equation ( Q A p ,  A p ) -  0 defines a cone surface [27]. 

Depending on the sign of  det Q the domain ( Q A p ,  Ap)  < 0 is placed inside or outside the 
cone (inside for det Q < 0). There exists a 3 • 3 nonsingular real matrix W- = [u, v, w] trans- 
forming Q to the diagonal form [27] 

Q = W D W  T , (35) 

where D = diag ( - 1 , - 1 ,  1) or D = diag (1, 1, - 1 ) .  Then, the equation for the cone surface 
(QAp ,  Ap)  0 can be written in the form 

(u, Ap)  2 + (v, Ap)  2 = (w, Ap)  2 . (36) 

The cone (36) can be written in the parametrized form as follows: 

z ~ p = s ( a + b c o s a + c s i n a ) ,  s C R ,  0 _ < a < 2 7 r  

a = u •  b = w •  c = v •  (37) 

where the vectors a, b, and c describe geometry of  the cone as shown in Fig. 2. Expression 
(37) can be checked by substitution into (36). 

The form of the stability domain is determined by the mutual  position of  the cone 

(Qz~p, zhp) < 0 and the half-space (hll § h2~, z~p) < 0. There are two typical cases: when the 
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Ap 

P0 

f 

P~ 

Fig. 2. Parametrization of the cone surface 

plane (hll  + h2~, Ap)  = 0 intersects the cone and when the only joint point of  the cone and 
the plane is Ap = 0. The first case occurs if there exists a nonzero vector Ap,  satisfying both 

equations (QAp ,  Ap)  = 0 and (hl l  + h22, z~p) = 0. Substituting Ap from (37), which is the 
solution of the first equation, into the second one, we obtain 

(hll  + h~2, a + b cos c~ + c sin c~) = 0, 

(hll  + h22, b) e o s a  + (hll -}- h22, c) s i n a  = - ( h n  + h22, a ) ,  

sin (a + ~0) = ~, (38) 

where 

~ =  -- (hl l  -[- h22, a ) , / ~ / ( h l l  + h22,b) 2 d- (hi1 + h22, e) 2 , 

tan  ~0 = (hll  + hz2, b ) / ( h l l  + h22, c) .  (39) 

Thus, two cases, corresponding to the plane (hi1 + h22, Ap) = 0 intersecting or not intersect- 

ing the cone, are determined by the inequalities 1~1 < 1 and I~1 > 1 respectively. I f  I~1 < 1, then 
two different roots a of  (38) after substitution into (37) give the first-order approximations of  

the intersection curves (edges of  the stability boundary).  
The general result for the three-parameter  case can be formulated as follows: the form of 

the stability domain in the neighborhood of P0 has four typical forms. These forms are deter- 
mined by the conditions: a) det Q < 0, I~l > 1, b) det Q > 0, ]~l > 1, c) det Q < 0, I~l < 1 , 
and d) det Q > 0, l~] < 1, and shown in Fig. 3 (the stability domain is denoted by "S").  A 
part  of  the stablitiy boundary  corresponding to the cone is the parametr ic  resonance bound- 
ary (harmonic or subharmonic depending on the sign of  •0 = (-1)~),  while the other par t  

represents the combinat ion resonance boundary.  
Note  that  in all cases a) d) the instability domain consists of  two parts, where one part  is 

the combinat ion resonance domain (determined by complex multipliers lying outside the unit 

circle) and another  par t  is the parametr ic  resonance domain (determined by real multipliers 
I~l > 1). A boundary  between these domains is characterized by the existence of a double 

multiplier Q1 (p) = ~2(P). This happens, when #1 (P) = #2(P), which means that the discrimi- 
nant  of  the characteristic equation for H ( p )  is equal to zero: 

(hl l(P)  - h22(p)) 2 + 4h12(p)h21(p) 

= (hll  - h22, z~p) 2 -}- 4(h12, Ap)  (h21, Ap) -}- o(I I z~p II 2) = o.  (40) 

Equation (40) defines a cone surface in the first approximation,  except the degenerate case, 
when a 3 • 3 matrix (hll  - h2_9) (hn  - h22) T + 4h12hT1 is singular. A part  of  this surface 
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P0 

a b 

c d 
Fig. 3. Forms of the stability domain 
in the three-parameter case 

belonging to the instability domain divides the combination and parametric resonance 
domains. 

To determine the form of  the stability domain in degenerate cases det Q = 0 or I~1 = 1, we 

need to use higher order approximations of  the functions hij(p) in formulae (29). 

4.5 General case n > 4 

Let us consider the case of  four or more parameters. If  the v e c t o r s  hij, i, j = 1, 2 (gradients of  

the functions hij(p) at P0) are linearly independent, then the stability domain (29), after a 

nonsingular smooth charge o f  parameters p '  = p ' (p) ,  P'(P0) = 0, in the vicinity o f  P0, takes 
the form 

{ pl I + p2 ~ < O, 

pJp4 ~ - plop2 ~ < 0, 

p51 , . . . ,pn  I C R 

(41) 

where pl '  = hn  (p), p2' = h22(p), p3' = hz2(p), p4' = h21 (p), and other functions p~' = pi'(p), 
i = 5 . . . ,  n, are chosen such that the Jacobi matrix [dp'/dp] at p = P0 is nonsingular. Thus, 
there is one typical form (41) of  the stability domain in the case n _> 4. The case, when the vec- 

tors hg  are linearly dependent, can be studied using higher-order approximations of  the func- 
tions hij(p). 

5 Stability of a pipe conveying pulsating fluid 

As an application, let us consider a uniform flexible cantilevered pipe of  length L, mass per 

unit length m, and flexural rigidity EI ,  conveying an incompressible fluid. Let the mass of  the 
fluid per unit length be M and the flow velocity be U(~). The pipe hangs down vertically and 
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l 
g 

K-, y 

U 

Fig. 4. Elastic pipe conveying pulsating fluid 

the undeformed pipe axis coincides with the x-axis; see Fig. 4. We consider small lateral 
motions of  the pipe y(x ,  t) in the (x, y)-plane, where t is the time. 

The dimensionless equation of  motion of the pipe has the form [25] 

0 

and the boundary conditions are 

Or/ 0 2 r / -  03~/ 0 at ~ = 1 (43) r / = ~ = 0  at ~=0;  a~ 2 0~ 3 -  

The dimensionless variables and parameters are given by 

X y ( [~I ~i/2 ]~ ( ' )1/2E" 
~=g'  ~=g'  ~= M ~ m /  Y '  ~= ~(M+~) L~' 

(44) 
(~/)1/2 _ _ M  __ M--TTb__ 

u =  U L  , /3 - M + m , T E [  Lag '  

where E* is a coefficient of internal dissipation and g is the acceleration due to gravity. An 
external viscous damping coefficient is assumed to be zero (the parameter X = 0 in [25]). 

Let us study the case of pulsating flow velocity u ( t ) = u 0 ( l + # c o s ( / ? r ) ) ,  where 
uo = ( M / E I ) I / 2 U o L ,  #, and ~2 = [(M + m ) / E I ] l / 2 { 2 L  2 are dimensionless parameters; U0, #, 
a n d / )  are the flow mean velocity, the amplitude, and the frequency of  pulsations respectively. 

For  the numerical analysis of  system (42), (43) we use Galerkin's method. For  this purpose 
the solution ~/({, r )  is expressed as a linear combination of m' normalized coordinate functions 
cpj(~) with coefficients qj(r) ,  where the functions ~pj(~) are the free-vibration cigenfunctions of  
a uniform cantilevered beam. Application of Galerkin's method to Eq. (42) gives [25] 

~1 + L(~-) ~t + K(T) q -- 0, 
(45) 

L(~-) = c~A + 2/31/2uB, K(T) = A + (u 2 +/31/2g - 0') C + ('7 -/31/2~) D + "yB, 

where q = (qx , . . . ,  q~,)T. Elements As~, b~, c~,, and d~ of the matrices A, B, C, and D are 
determined by the expressions 

1 1 1 X 

A~, = f cp~cfl, (4) d{,  b~. = f r d{ ,  c~  = f (p~qo," d~, ds, = f ~r d{.  (46) 
0 0 0 0 
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Values of  integrals (46) are given in [25]. Equation (45) can be transformed to the form 

z~ A(~-)x, x = , A(T) = --K(~-) --L(T) " 

The matrix A(~-) of  dimension m = 2m' is periodic with the period T = 2~r/f2. Introducing a 

new time T ' =  ~r system (47) can be transformed to the form d x / d ' / =  A f ( < ) x ,  where 

X ( < )  = A(~-~/f2)/~2 is a periodic matrix with the constant period T ~ = 27r. This form is more 

convenient for computat ion of  derivatives of  the monodromy matrix. In what follows, m ~ = 6 

functions in the Galerkin's method are used. Hence, the matrix A has dimension m -- 12. 

Let us consider the pipe with the parameters 7 = 10, ,~ = 1/2, # = c~ = 0. This means that 

the mass of  the fluid in the pipe is equal to the mass of  the pipe and there is no pulsations and 

internal dissipation. Then system (47) is autonomous.  Increasing the dimensionless flow velo- 

city u0 starting from zero and checking numerically the stability condition Re A < 0 for all 

eigenvalues of  the matrix A,  we find the criticial velocity of  the fluid u0 e = 9.84. At this velo- 

city the autonomous system is subjected to the dynamic instability (flutter) associated with 

the third mode. The flutter frequency is equal to a; = 28.11 and the matrix A0 at u0 = u0 c has 

simple eigenvalues A = • on the imaginary axis. 

5.1 Stability domain in the regular case 

Let us study the change of  the critical flow velocity in the presence of  small pulsations with 

the frequency s = 21 and small internal damping c~ _> 0. To this end, we need to find the sta- 
bility boundary in the three-parameter space p = (#, c~, u0) T in the neighborhood of  the point 

P0 = (0, 0, uoC) T. In this case wTo = 27rw/s = 2.6777r r 7rh for any integer k. Using results of  

Sect. 3, we conclude that the stability boundary is a smooth surface being a boundary of  the 

combination resonance domain. 

Using formulae (51)-(53),  (59), (60) given in the Appendix for derivatives of  the mono-  

dromy matrix F(p)  and the simple multiplier Q(p), we can find the approximation (18) of  the 

stability boundary up to small terms of  any order. Accuracy of  the approximation can be esti- 

mated numerically by comparison of  approximations of  different orders. In Fig. 5 the third- 

and fifth-order approximations of  the stability boundary are shown. It can be concluded from 

Fig. 5 that pulsations stabilize the system (increase the critical mean velocity of  the flow), 

while the internal damping has destabilizing effect, which becomes stronger for higher ampli- 
tudes of  pulsations. 

10 10 

9.9 9.9 

U0 U o 

9.8 9.8 

9.7 9.7 

2 4 0 0.05 2 4 0 0.05 " 
(~*10 3 ~ O~, l 0-3 ~t 

a b 

Fig. 5. The third- a, and fifth- b order approximations of the stability boundary 
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The dotted line in Fig. 5 shows the exact stability boundary. It was found by the calcula- 

tion of  the monodromy matrix at different values of  the parameters, where differential Eq. (5) 

was solved using the Runge-Kutta  method. It can be seen that the fifth-order approximation 

of  the stability boundary is almost identical to the exact one for the range of  parameters 

under consideration; see Fig. 5b. Note that the time spent for calculation of  the third- and 

fifth-order approximations and exact form of the stability domain relates as 1 : 6 : 360. This 

shows the efficiency of  the developed method for numerical analysis. 

5.2 Stability domain in the singular case 

Let us study the influence of  pulsations with different amplitudes # and frequencies X? on the 

stability of  the pipe. We consider the point P0 = (2cJ, 0, UoC) r in the parameter space 

p = (~?, #, uo) T. In this case To = 2~r/~0 = 7r/c~ and c~T0 = kTc, k = 1. Hence, this is the singu- 

lar case, when the stablitiy boundary has a singularity. 

The monodromy matrix F ( p 0 ) = e x p ( A o T 0 )  has a semisimple double multiplier 
60 = ( -1 )  k = -1 .  The first-order approximation of  the stability domain in the neighborhood 

of  P0 is given by Eq. (31), where the vectors hij and the matrix Q calculated by expressions 

(8), (32), (33) are as follows: 

hL1 = (0, 1.63, 0.74) T , h12 = (-0.056, 0.24, 0.27) T , 

h21 = (0.056, 0.24, -0 .27)  T , h22 = (0, -1 .63,  0.74) T , (48) 

0 0:1  / 
Q = 2.72 . 

\ 0.015 0 -0 .62  / 

Using (48), the first inequality of  (31) takes the form 

u o  < u o  c �9 (49) 

Since det Q = 0.0047 > 0, the second inequality of  (31) defines the external part of  cone (37) 

in the form 

A p = s ( a + b c o s a + c s i n c t ) ,  s E R ,  0_<c~<27r ,  
(50) 

a = (0, -0.042,  0) r , b = (0.0021, 0, -0.087) T , c = ( -1 .3 ,  0, 0.031) r . 

Intersection of  the half-space (49) with the external part of  the cone (50) gives the first 

order approximation of  the stability domain; see Fig. 6. In Fig. 6 only the half-space # _> 0 is 

shown (the other part # _< 0 is symmetric with respect to the # = 0 plane). The stability 

U0 
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65 

. . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  ... . . . . . . .  < .  " 

....... .. . ............!. "- :(.:". CR 

60 55 50 45 0.2 
f2 

Fig. 6. The first-order approximation of the 
stability (S), subharmonic parametric reso- 
nance (SPR), and combination resonance 
( CR) domains 
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60 55 50 45 0.2 Fig. 7. The fourth-order approximation of 
the stability domain 

boundary has a singularity at P0 of the type d); see Fig. 3d. The instability domain consists of 
the subharmonic parametric resonance and combination resonance domains separated by the 
boundary (40) shown in Fig. 6 by a point line. 

Calculating higher order derivatives of the matrices F(p)  and F~(p) at P0 with the use of 
formulae (5 t ) -  (53), (64) given in the Appendix, we can find higher order terms in the Taylor 
series of the functions hij(p) (30). As a result, we obtain higher order approximations of the 

stability domain (29). In Fig. 7 the fourth-order approximation of the stability boundary is 

shown. For comparison, the dotted line in Fig. 7 denotes the exact stability boundary calcu- 
lated numerically. The computation of the first- and fourth-order approximations took 4 and 

150 seconds, respectively, while numerical calculation of the stability boundary by the Floquet 
method needed 5 - 6  hours (the calculations were carried out on PC using a standard 
MATLAB package). Note that even the first-order approximation provides a good qualita- 
tive and quantitative description of the stability domain. 

It can be seen from Figs. 6 and 7 that small pulsations can destabilize and stabilize the sys- 
tem. For example, pulsations with the amplitude # = 0.2 and the frequency Y2 = 2co change 

the critical mean velocity of the flow by u0 - u0 ~ = -0.54, which leads to about 5.5% decrease 

of the critical velocity compared with the autonomous system. Therefore, pulsations with the 
frequency (2 ~ 2co are dangerous for stability of the system. Note that the relation Y2 = 2c~ is 
similar to the condition for the primary parametric resonance well known in the stability 

theory of oscillatory periodic systems, where cJ represents the natural frequency of the conser- 
vative autonomous system (in our problem co is the flutter frequency of the nonconservative 
autonomous system). 

In the papers devoted to the stability analysis of pipes conveying pulsating fluid the stabi- 
lity domains (stability diagrams) are plotted on the amplitude-frequency plane (r Y2) for fixed 

values of the flow velocity u0 [25, 26]. Analyzing singularities of the stability boundary in the 
three parameter space p = (,(2, #, u0) T, we can give qualitative description for typical stability 
diagrams. 

It is shown that singularities of the stablitity boundary arise at the points p = (Y2, 0, u0~) m 

with Y20 = 2co~It, where co is the flutter frequency of the autonomous system. The stability 

domain is symmetric with respect to the # = 0 plane; the upper part of this plane 
(# = 0, u0 > u0 c) belongs to the instability domain, while the lower part belongs to the stabli- 
tiy domain. Using these properties we conclude that all singularities of the stability boundary 
are of the fourth type, see Fig. 3d, where the cone axis is parallel to the #-axis and the surface, 
determining the combination resonance boundary, is tangent to the u0 = u0 ~ plane (see Figs. 
6 and 7). Hence, the stability diagrams on the (#, s for u0 < u0 e typically consist of 
several convex parametric resonance zones at the frequencies Y2 ~ 2co~k, being cross-sections 
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Fig. 8. Singularities of the stability boundary and stability diagrams 

of the cones, corresponding to different singular points, by the u0 = const plane (see Fig. 8). 
With decrease of u0 these domains appear for higher values of the pulsations amplitude #. 
Note that for the pipe under consideration similar singularities appear at the supercritical 
value of the flow velocity u0 = 16.9, when the second mode becomes unstable (the corre- 
sponding frequency is a~ = 59.5). These singularities lie inside the instability domain, but they 

also give rise to convex parametric resonance regions on the (#, Y2)- plane at u0 < u0 c. Since 
instability of the autonomous system is associated with the third and second modes, there are 
no parametric resonance zones corresponding to the first mode. For u0 > u0 ~ the (#, Y2)-plane 
consists mostly of the instability domain including both parametric and combination resonance 
regions. Thus, singularities of the stability boundary provide the geometric description of the 
stability diagrams for cantilevered pipes conveying pulsating fluid. The described features of 
the stablility diagrams have been observed in the papers [25], [26] for different cantilevered 

pipes. 

6 Conclusion 

The results obtained in this paper allow efficient and fast estimation of stabilizing (destabiliz- 
ing) effect of small parametric excitation on a linear nonconservative system by finding 
approximations of the stability domain. Two basic cases are studied: when the corresponding 
autonomous system posesses a simple zero eigenvalue or a pair of complex conjugate eigenva- 
lues on the imaginary axis. Formulae of the approximations need only derivatives of the sys- 
tem matrix with respect to parameters and information on the nonconservative autonomous 
system. These approximations are useful for both quantitative and qualitative analysis of the 
stability domain. In particular, they allow to analyze the geometry of the stability boundary 
and its singularities. Advantages of the method are illustrated on the application to the stabi- 
lity analysis of a cantilevered pipe conveying pulsating fluid. 

The approach suggested in this paper is general and can be used for analysis of cases, 
when the corresponding autonomous system is subjected to a more complex type of instability 
like, for example, combined static-dynamic instability. 

Appendix 

A.1 Derivatives of the monodromy matrix 

Let h = (h(1) , . . . ,  h(n)) be a vector with integer nonnegative components h(i) ~ Z+. Using 
this vector we denote the partial derivative with respect to parameters evaluated at P0 by 
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D h = 0 Ihl/Oplh(1)... pn h(n), where [hi = h(1) + . . .  + h(n) is the order of  the derivative (a zero 

element h(i) means that the derivative with respect to Pi is not taken). Let us introduce a 

matrix function Bh(f) as follows: 

X - 1 D h A X  1 01hlA 
- - x x ( 5 1 )  

Bh h! hi 0plh(1) . . .  cgpr]Z(n) ' 

where X(t)  is the matriciant  satisfying Eq. (5); h! = h(1)[ . . .  h(n)!. Then the derivative of  the 
matriciant  with respect to parameters  has the form [18, 19, 21] 

t tl t s - i  

D h x ( t )  = h!X(t)  E fBhl(tl) fBh2@~).., f Bhs(t,)dts...dtl, (52) 
h l = . + ~ s  b 0 0 0 

s 1,...,'.hi ,IN I>0 

where the sum is taken over all sets of  vectors hi such that hi + . . .  + h~ = h, Ihil > 0. Recall 
that the matriciant  X(t)  for the problem considered in this paper  has the form (9). 

The m o n o d r o m y  matrix is equal to F (p )  = X (T(p),  p) .  I f  the period T doesn't  depend on 
p, then the derivative of  the m o n o d r o m y  matrix is given by expression (52) evaluated at 
t = T, i.e., DhF  = DhX(T) .  I f  T = T(p)  is a smooth function of parameters,  then 

DhF(p )  = D h X ( T ( p ) ,  p ) ,  (53) 

and the derivative DhF(p )  can be found by differentiating X(T(p)~ p) as a composite func- 
tion with the use of  expression (52) and taking into account that dX/dt = AX.  The first 

order derivative has the form (8). We can avoid dependence of the period on parameters  by 
making the change of time t' = t/T(p), which doesn't  affect the m o n o d r o m y  matrix. Then 
system (4) takes the form dx/dt'= A'x ,  where the matrix A ~ ( t ' , p ) =  A ( T ( p ) t ' , p ) T ( p )  is 
periodic with the constant  period T ' (p )  - 1. Therefore, we can use formula (52) with t '  = 1 
for calculating derivatives of  the monodromy  matrix. 

Note  that  the form of  integrals (52) allows evaluating of  any number  of  derivatives in a 
parallel process, when the variables t l , . . . ,  t~ in all the integrals change simultaneously f rom 0 

to t. This way encreases the speed of  calculations and doesn ' t  require to store much informa- 
tion during the calculations. 

A.2 Derivatives of a simple multiplier 

Let us consider a simple multiplier t) of  the m o n o d r o m y  matrix F: 

F u  - u~ = 0. (54) 

This multiplier and the corresponding (appropriately normalized) eigenvector u are smooth 
functions of  parameters.  Let v be the left eigenvector of  ~ satisfying the relations 

v r F  = Qv T , v T u  = 1. (55) 

Let us take the derivative D h of  (54) 

h~21 (DhlFDh~u-- Dh2HDhl~) = O. (56) 
h i  + h 2  = h  " " 

Multiplying (56) by v T f rom the left and using (55), we obtain 

h! (Dh~FDh~u -- Dh2uDh~ ~o) (57) D h Q = v T D h F u + v : r  ~ hi!h2!  
hl+h2=h 

Ihl>0,1h2[>0 
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Rearranging terms in Eq. (56) yields 

hi 
(F - t)I) Dhu  = h~+a~2," a h1"7-h2 I =  " �9 (Dh2uDhlo -- DhlFDh'~u) " 

Ihll>O 

(ss) 

Though (F - ~I) is a singular matrix, equality (57) ensures existence of the solution Dhu  of 
(58). This solution is determined up to -yu, where 7 is an arbi trary constant. A particular 
solution can be found as follows [18], [24]: 

h! (Dh2uDhlc9 -- DhlFDh2u) ,  (59) Dhu  = D E hl!h2~-~ 
h 1 +h 2 =h 

Ihll>0 

where D = (F - ~I - VvT) -1 is a nonsingular matrix. Note  that  the vector Dhu,  Ihl > 0, 

determined by (59) satisfies the condition v T D h u  = 0 [18], [24], which simplifies expression 
(57) as follows: 

Dh~ = E h! h 1+~,2 ~, = h hl"5-h2 v "  , v T D h l F D h z u .  (60) 

Ih 1 [>0 

Expressions (60), (59) with the formulae for derivatives of  the m o n o d r o m y  matrix allow 
recurrent evaluating of  any order derivatives of  the simple multiplier Q(p) and its eigenvector 

u(p) .  For  the first- and second-order derivatives we have 

~.~ = vTF~u,  u~ = D(u0.z - F~u),  ~# = v T ( F # u  + F iu j  + Fju~),  (sl) 

where for simplicity derivatives are denoted by subscripts, i.e., Fij = 02F/OpiOpj. 

The given method of  finding derivatives of  a simple multiplier follows the approach of 
[13], where perturbations of  eigenvalues in the one parameter  case were studied. The formulae 

for the first- and second-order derivatives of  a simple multiplier were also given in [18]. 

A.3 Derivatives o f  a versal deformation block 

Let 40 be a real semi-simple double multiplier of  the matrix F0 = F(P0). This multiplier gener- 
ally splits into two simple multipliers QI(P) and ~2(P) under a change of  parameters.  These 
perturbed multipliers are equal to eigenvalues of  the 2 • 2 block of the versal deformation 

F~(p), which satisfies the Eqs. [15], [16] 

F C ' -  CrF / = 0, Fo I = FI(Po) = ~oI. (62) 

Here C~(p) is an m x 2 real matrix smoothly depending on p such that D~ ' = C~(P0) = 
U = [ul, u2], where ul ,  u2 are the real eigenvectors of  t)0. We denote by V = [Vl, v2] an m x 2 
matrix consisting of left real eigenvectors and satisfying the equations 

VTFo = Fo 'V  T , v T u  = I .  (63) 

To obtain derivatives D h F  ' and D h c  ' at  p = P0 we take the derivative D h of  Eq. (62) and 
multiply the result by VTfrom the left. This procedure is the same as for a simple multiplier, 
since Eqs. (62), (63) and (54), (55) are formally identical (if u, v, and t) are substituted by C r, 
V,  and F ' ,  respectively). Thus, the recurrent expressions for calculation of  D h F  ~ and DhC ~ 
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take the form 

h~ 
_ _  v T  Dhl F D h 2 C  I ' 

D h F / =  E hi!h2!  
hl +h2=h 

Ihl[>0 

h! (Dh~C/Dh~F t _ DhIFDh2C/) D h c  l =  D '  E hl[h2!  
hl+h2=h 

Ihll>O 

where D '  --- (F0 - & I  - v v r )  -1. In particular, formulae for the first- and second-order deri- 

vatives of  F '  are 

F~' = V T F i U ,  C~' : D ' (UF~ '  F~U),  F'~j = VT(F~jU + F~Cj' + F j C i ' ) ,  (65) 

where subscripts denote derivatives with respect to parameters as in (61). 
Note that derivatives of  F ' (p )  can be obtained by a different method suggested in [ 17]. But 

in this case we will need to calculate all the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors of  

the matrix F0. 
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